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ABSTRACT: There is a clear need to understand the details of the construction aspects of any tunnel, in order
to assess its geotechnical performance. Conversely, the efficiencies of construction measures for ground
control during bored tunnelling cannot be properly assessed unless the geotechnical behaviour of the ground is
well understood and its response to the construction action is fully appreciated. This report reviews papers
_submitted to Session 2 of this Symposium having in mind the statements above.

1 INTRODUCTION

The relationship between construction aspects
including-technological details and the geotechnical
response. to the turmelling operation is well
recognised but not always well tmderstood. The
process of ground stress balancing by an earth,
pressure balance shield below water level is different
from that of a sltury shield operation. Lining loads
build up in a staged application of a shotcrete lining
is quite dissimilar to the ground loading process in a
segmented' concrete lining. Most of the known
Edifferences are ascribed to the differences on the

technologies involved in the different construction
procedures.
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2 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

If construction detail and ttmnelling performance are
closely related, construction is tightly related to
design. Though this may sound as a truism, this is
not ‘fully accepted by some, who see the design as an
anticipation of the likely (or even unlikely) worst
conditions. This is not always possible or desirable
either technically or economically. Perhaps this is
more evident in shotcrete ttmnels. In this case, the
construction method, sequence and procedures are
entirely by-products of the tunnel design. Changes in
the construction procedures have a profound effect
on the ground response and on the lining
performance. The most obvious one is the delay in
lining activation by closing the shotcrete invert arch

and therefore completing the lining ring. One should
note that upon excavation, the ground mass deforms
and displacements are imposed onto the open
shotcrete arch. Lining 'loads build up as a
consequence of the displacement mode imposed by
the ground mass on the young shotcrete arch.
Strength req_uirements for the early age shotcrete
should thus be compatible with the magnitude of the
loads building up at a rate given by the expected rate
of tunnel advance. Changes in the specified delay in
lining activation or in the rate of tunnel advance (by
changing the digging equipment, for instance) may,
therefore, have severe impact on the support
performance. In other words, construction of a
shotcrete tunnel should follow closely its design and
construction changes should always call for design
changes, whenever safety margins are to be kept
unchanged.

The peculiar way shotcrete linings are fbuilt, in
layers with slightly different ages, may lead to non
uniformity of stresses across its thickness, even in
uniform loading conditions, without bending. Negro
(1994) has shown this particular feature through
results of flat-jack tests in a number of ttmnel cases.
Excessive ventilation in shotcrete tturnels is known

to induce shrinkage and tensile stresses in the inner
fibres of the lining, despite the low water-cement
ratio it is used in this concrete (Negro, op. cit.).
Moreover, the introduction of a stiffer element in the
shotcrete lining such as a steel set or a lattice girder,
induces restraining action associated to shrinkage
leading to non-uniformities in lining loads along the



tunnel. The girder region is frequently more loaded
than the less reinforced part of the shotcrete,
possibly because it_ is more rigid, particularly at an
early stage when the shotcrete is hardening. Also the
girder region acts as a restraining element to
shrinking regions close by, thus absorbing more
loadsf This are examples that illustrate how
construction aspects affects the performance of a
shotcrete support. Similar examples could be drawn
for other lining types or for other tunnelling
performance aspects.

3 PAPERS CLASSIFICATION

Papers submitted to this Symposium Session were
liberally grouped into 'three classes: a) papers on
case histories; b) papers with summary of local
experiences; c) papers on new techniques and
developments. Table I presents the identification of

the papers included in- this session. and indication of
the group they belong. Reference. to papers from
other sessions will also 'be included whenever the
review require.

Table I. Paper Grouping in Session 2
GROUP NAME AUTHORS ' THEME

A Case History Chang, Lee & Twin-tube tunnels
Hou in Taiwan

Grose & Eddie Heathrow transfer

baggage tunnel

Louis North Hollywood
tunnel

Sherry, Castro, Muni-Metro
Sutter & Wu tumback tunnel

Som & Gupta Calcutta Metro. tunnel
1 Steiner Grauholz tunnel

B Summary of Egger Tunnelling in'local Suttgart
experiences Kavvadas Tunnelling in' et. al. Athens

Negro, Sozio Tunnelling in Sao
and Ferreira Paulo
Orr & Farrell Tunnelling in

Ireland

Phienwej Tunnels in
Bangkok

C New Aristaghes, Collapse
techniques Berbet & prevention system

and Michelon
developments Davies and Long-term

Bowers monitoring of
loads

Kuzuno et al Triple shield
machine

Pacovsky Contact stress
measurements

4 REVIEW OF CASE HISTORIES

Excessive deformation in soft rocks suchas shales,
mudstones, sandstones, conglomerates, may _leadrto
tunnel instabilities or to costly and time consuming
remining work. This was the case of tunnels in
Taiwan, particularly twin tunnels driven at relatively’
short distance between them. Chang et. al. (1996)
present the case of 1.85 km long, 16m wide and llm
high twin ttmnels for a freeway, driven
simultaneously through soft Miocene rocks. The
authors illustrate the importance to provide safe
pillar width to restrict deformations. They point out
also that the partial excavation of the ttmnel face
(e.g. use of side drift as opposed to heading and
benching advance) leads to smaller displacements
being induced in the rock and therefore to increased
ground mass stability. Some authors contend exactly
the opposite: by increasing the ntunber of excavation
steps of the tunnel face in a non-linear, plastic
material, the total displacements induced may be
larger than that obtained in a single excavation step.
This could be true in openings with flexible supports
(anchors and rock-bolts ) but may be not when stiffer
concrete linings are used. The authors do not make
reference to the effect of non-simultaneous advance

of the tunnels which may also be used as a mean to
control induced deformation. This is particularly true
when stiffer liners are used. An important measure to
reduce deformation discussed by Chang et. al. (op.
cit.), is the use of rock pillar reinforcements, as
prestressed steel anchors, installed transversally to
the pillar from the running tunnels (Figure 1).
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Figure l - Rock pillar between twin tunnels in
Taiwan: reinforcement with prestressed anchors
(from Chang et. al., 1996)

Grose and Eddie (1996) refer to the first application
of steel libres in the UK, in segmented concrete
tunnel linings. This was the case of the Heathrow
Transfer Baggage System tum1el 1.4 km long and
4.5 m in diameter, driven beneath a runway, the
Piccadilly Line and airport buildings to connect



Terminal 1 to Terminal 4. Full scale load testing was

conducted at the BRE which have shown that fibres
improved the load capacity of the radial joints_to the
first crack and to failure. The results obtained
expressed as a percentage improvement on the
capacity of an__ unreinforced joint, are indicated in
Table 11.

Table Il. Improvements on load capacity of radial
joints of tunnel segments by steel fibres
reinforcements (from Grose and Eddie, 1996).

- _ REINFORCEMENT

LOAD 30 kg fibres/ 50 kg fibres/
m3 concrete m3 concrete

First Crack ./ 32% 46%
Ultimate _ 45% 57%

Note: Dramix steel fibre ZC69/0.80 and C50 concrete.

The long term lining design assumed K0 equal to
one, what is fairly consistent with the known
variation of horizontal stresses with depth in London

clay and the particular range of_ depths the tunnel
was built (15 to 25m), but cannot be justified on the
grounds exposed by the authors. The shafts were
built using wet sprayed concrete and steel fibre
reinforcement. Both ttmnel and shaft linings were
designed with the conservative asstunption of full
overburden. It is known but it is not usually
considered in practice, that London clay exhibit non
linear consolidation, a fact that can explain the
increase in lining loads with time, in a log scale, up
to values lower than full overburden (see Gunn and
Taylor, l985).There is a need, however, to perform
long-tenn measurements in' instrumented linings, in
span of time compatible with pore pressures
equalisation in unweathered London clay (50 years
or more), to demonstrate this fact and eventually
change the local practice.

Louis (l996) presented the description of an on
going case history of a ttmnel in very variable
ground conditions: the North Hollywood Ttmnel
project. It refers to a 3.2 km twin-bore subway
tunnels of the Los Angeles Metro Red Line, that has
encoimtered ntunerous difficulties in dealing with
alluvial sediments, with mixed face conditions and
with a soft rock formation. These conditions led to

the selection' of an open face shield with a digger, a
simple set up at low cost (see Figure 2). The design
criteria did not considered the primary lining in the
final lining system (a 30 cm thick cast in place
reinforced concrete). This led to a very light and
cheap primary lining consisting of precast,

ungasketed, unbolted concrete segments against
which the shield was thmsted off to advance. This

lining imposed a limitation on shield thrust that
could and indeed :induced cracking and damage on
the thin lining whenever it was excessive. In order to
reduce thrust forces onto the primaiy lining, the
excavator was put to dig ahead of the shield (Figure
2). In turn, the overexcavation induced serious
instability V problems. The teclmological
improvements resulting from this case history were
the use of closed-circuit television monitoring
(contained in the shield with no cormection to the
ground surface), the datalogging of all operations,
the use of a common phone line being advanced
with the shield (as to allow communication with the
geotechnical specialist monitoring the grotmd) and
the permanent involvement of utility representatives
to assist monitoring and emergency response.
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Figure 2 - North Hollywood tunnel shield (from
Louis, 1996)

Sherry et. al. (1996) described the Muni Metro
Turnback twin tunnels project 256 m long , to
connect the existing Embarcadero Station to the new
portion of the San Francisco Mtmi Metro Subway
under Market Street (see Figure 3). The paper
presents the description of a successful construction
of a ttmnel through difficult grotuid conditions,
involving saturated loose sand fill. Ground control
was achieved by an open face shield excavation
Lmder compressed air, and by chemical and jet
grouting in some tunnel sections. This case is a good
account of proper construction planning for
tunnelling through a site with many obstructions
including a buried wooden ship sunk in the bay in
the l850’s during the gold rush!

The frestoration of a distressed tunnel lining in
Calcutta Metro was the subject of a paper by Som
and Gupta (1996). This is an interesting case history
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Figure 3 - The Muni Metro Twin Tunnels Tumback
Project (from Sherry et al., 1996)

of difficulty plagued tunnelling 'including labour
problems that delayed the construction for more than
5 years. An open face shield combined with
compressed air was .used to excavate a very dense
silty sand below water level. Cast iron segments
were used as lining. Difficulties were connected to
shield misalignment and to losses of grotmd in
regions .. adjacent to a starting shaft. At one section
lining deflection at the crown was almost 0.5 m (see
Figure 4).Restoration work included dewatering by
deep wells, temporary steel supports, cement
bentonite grouting of the sand above tunnel crown
and sides from surface and chemical grouting from
inside the tunnel and replacement of distorted
segments. The 2nd parallel tunnel at this point was
built later on by cut-and-cover. This case illustrate
how tricky excavation in dense sand can be. `
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Figure 4 - Deforrned ttmnel lining in the Calcutta
Metro (from Som and Gupta, 1996)

Steiner (1996) describes the case of a successful
tunnelling operation also in dense sand and gravel
and in soft rocks and lacustrine deposits -_in
Switzerland, with a mix-shield (slurry -mode,
compressed air mode, TBM mode and open TBM
mode of operations), with an external diameter of
11.6 m. Instability problems were also experience in
lengths were dense sand occurred and slurry. density
was low (1.03 to 1.05 t/m3). Increases in slurry
density (up to 1.24 t/m3) by addition of polymers
solved the problems. The author was able to measure
in situ the depth of penetration of the slurry into the
permeable ground, and found an inverse correlation
between density of the slurry and depth of slurry
penetration (see Figure 5). Other than that, the
ground losses measured in this project were usually
small (0.4% or less).
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Figure 5 - Slurry penetrations and densities
measured in a tunnel in Switzerland (from Steiner,
1996)

5 SUMMARY OF LOCAL EXPERIENCES

Some of the tunnelling problems encountered in
Stuttgart are related to the frequent presence of
anhydrite and of gypsum bearing claystones, locally
known as ‘Gipskeuper’. Egger (1996) explains that
near surface these occurrences are leached and
weathered, resulting ini a weak and compressible
residual soil. At depth, the presence of anhydrite
may induce swelling and its negative consequences
to tunnelling. Egger (op. cit.) illustrates these
problems through case histories where tunnel heave
of 13 mm in one year was noted in unleashed
Gipskeuper and where ground settlement below
tunnel invert was noted and was attributed to
consolidation induced by drainage of a leached
Gipskeuper (see Figure 6).

Considerable experience has been gathered in
tunnelling through metamorphic and sedimentary
weak rocks in Athens which are locally referred as
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Figure 6 - Settlements with depth at a tunnel in
Stuttgart (from Egger, 1996)

‘Athenian schist’.. Actually these are sequences of a
thinly bedded clayey and calcareous sandstones,
siltstones, slates, shales marls and limestones.
Kavvadas et. al. (1996) refer to the observed
behaviour of tunnels being built for the Athens
Metro, including TBM operations for a Metro line
and NATM excavated undergrormd stations (see
Figure 7). The authors advocate that Mass Rating
systems such as the one by Bieniawski are useful
tools to correlate the engineering behaviour of the
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Figure 7 - Excavation sequences of two
underground stations of Athens Metro (from
Kavvadas et. al., 1996)

Athenian schist and to build up a data base of
geotechnical parameters, of excavation procedures
and of support measures. U

A summary of the experience in underground
construction in Sao Paulo, gathered over the last two
decades is presented by Negro et. al. (1996). The
most frequent construction method used was the so
called NATM with sprayed concrete both as primary
and secondary lining. The observed performance of
a number of tunnels is collated and overall trends of

behaviour are discussed. Among these, it was noted
a clear relation between transversal distortion of

ground surface and the dimensionless settlement of
the tunnel crown, defined as:U=(Sc.Eo)/(D.sigma),
where Sc is the settlement at crown of tunnel
(extrapolated), Eo is the drained initial tangent
modulus of the soil at crown elevation, D is the
equivalent tunnel diameter and ‘sigma’ is the total
vertical stress at tunnel crown (see Figure 8). Also, it
was noted that there is a direct correlation between

loss of ground (or “settlement volume) and ground
surface distortion but there is also too much
dispersion in this relationship. Therefore, loss of
grormd is not sufficient to evaluate risk of damage in
structures at surface. Most failures reported were
related to the delayed closure of the tunnel invert and
were associated to high dimensionless crown
displacement ( triggering values for impending
collapse in excess of 1.8 to 2.0). Though not
intended by authors, the set of data included allows
predictions of tunnel performance to be made on an

entirely empirical basis.
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Figure 8 - Surface distortions and dimensionless
settlements of tunnel crown noted in Sao Paulo
(from Negro et. al., 1996)

Orr and Farrel (1996) summarise the main
problems affecting the construction of tturnels in
glacial till in Ireland. The till is a well graded and
very stiff soil that may offer considerable difficulty



for excavation in its harder portions. Stability
problems are associated to the. presence of sand and
gravel pockets and to buried sand and gravel valleys.
Other than that, tunnelling through the boulder clay
deposits do not lead to any sizeable amount of
grounds-ettlements. The same is not true when the
ground is the alluvial deposit that also occurs in
Ireland. Surface settlements where measured when

tumielling through this deposit and when silts and
organic clay layers were present, particularly when
dewatering and drainage were allowed. Compressed
air is used in these soils and in this circumstance
there were reported cases of excessive loss of air
though the coarser fractions of the alluvium. In one
particular tunnel leakage led to air accelerated
decomposition of the organic soils which gave rise
to significant temperature increase in the ground.

Phienweij (1996) reviews experiences with
ttmnelling constructions in Bangkok involving
mainly meditun size turmels (2 to 3_.5m diameter).
From this it is noted that open face .shields are not
adequate for the soft Bangkok clay, due to severe
squeezing and resulting difficulties in alignment
control. Closed face shields, however, performed
successfully in this soil. In the stiffer clay layer that
occurs underneath, open face ' shields with
compressed air perfonned satisfactorily. However,
earth pressure balance shields (EPB) exhibited
improved performance in this clay. Tunnelling
through the dense sand layer underlying the clay
layers was not successful with open face shield and
compressed air. The flowing sand condition asks for
the use of slurry shield which in fact was proved to
offer better ground control in this soil. Leaking
linings presented a special problem in this permeable

soil layer. Iqeakages caused sand piping and
produced sinkholes that reached surface 15 years

after a particular job was completed.

6 NEW TECHNIQUES AND DEVELOPMENTS

Many control systems which are available in closed
face tunnelling machines. such as the EPB and the
slurry shield machines were developed, to a large
extent, on a empirical basis. In many cases these
controls and measurements were left Lmrelated to the

geotechnical aspects of the problem. Attempts are
being made to fill this gap and to take advantage of
these controls, in order to either specify a tunnelling
operation to fulfil certain geotechnical requirements,
or to allow back-analyses of ttmnelling performance
through the elaborated measurements allowed by

current shield control systems. An attempt along the
first line of development was put forward by Negro
and Coutinho (1995). Sugimoto and Luong (1996) in
Session 4 of this conference presented a procedure
for reverse analysis of the second type, where soil
properties can be derived from measurements taken
in a shield machine. In Session 2 of this conference,
Aristaghes, Berbet and Michelon (1996) proposed a
procedure for anticipation of ground collapse and,
therefore, of risk level, through the assessment of the
friction angle of the soil, from the ratio slurry shield
thrust to torque and from the total friction around the
shield machine. Moreover, they proposed also that
the detection of microcollapses (alarm signal) could
be performed through the standard deviation of the
air bubble slurry pressure and of the slurry level
within the TBM chamber. According to these
authors these concepts would allow prevention of
collapse in real-time since the required machine
measurements can be taken, registered and
interpreted as the machine advances.

SIDE ELEVATION VIEW OF LINING INTRADOS
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Eigure 9 - Long term lining load monitoring in
segmented liner (from Davies and Bowers, 1996)

As pointed out earlier, there is a need to
understand more clearly the process _of lining loads
build up with time, in order to avoid Lmnecessary
conservative assumptions such as the full
overburden assumption. While theories dealing with
this are available, there are not many procedures to
check them in a real problem, particularly when long
term lining loads measurements are required. Davies
and Bowers (1996) developed special tunnel rings,
in connection to the Jubilee Line Extension, that
were designed to monitor long term ground loading,
fully compatible with the_ expected rate of pore
pressure equalisation in London clay, a process
involving span of time of few decades. The
instrumentation set up includes vibrating wire strain
gauges and load cells (see Figure 9) arranged in such



a way that the latter are replaceable during lifetime,
an important attribute for long _time monitoring.
Moreover, the instrumented ring was designed to be
fully isolated from adjacent rings by separation of
the trackbed. This would ensure that the loads
recorded are due solely to ground loading.

Pacovsky' (1996) produced another development
for measurements of ground loads onto turmel
linings by mean of contact stress. The author
favoured hydraulic pressure cells with a tensometric
transducer of hydraulic pressure, creating an electric
signal which can be remotedly recorded. The
measurements taken in tunnel driven by an open face
shield in sand and gravels showed contact stress
varying in time for a given position of the tunnel
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Figure 10 - The Osaka Business Park Station built
with a ‘triple shield” (from Kuztmo et. al., 1996)

Kuzuno et. al. (1996) described the developments of
a very special slurry shied machine that allows a
cutting profile in the shape of three secant circles: it
is referred as the slimy type triple circular face
shield machine, the triple shield in short. This
appears to be a unique development for large cross
section trumels such as those for metro stations
which are usually done in multi-stage excavation
(see Figure 10). The triple shield would do it in one
stage only. The price paid for this is the dealing with
a bulky and heavy equipment about 8m high, 17 m
wide and 10m long. Driving control of such a big
machinery and consequent ground behaviour are
clearly matters of concern. To anticipate actual
performance and to assess the feasibility of attitude
control systems, a 1:10 scale model equipment was
built and tested in actual ground. This allowed a

prototype to be launched and to build the Osaka
Business Park Station in weak soils (sands and clays
below water level) under an existing building, with
maximtun misalignment of 3/1000 and maximum
induced ground settlement of 7 mm.

7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The papers reviewed in this report have illustrated
some construction features that affect the
geotechnical performance of bored tunnels.
Moreover, they have shown the importance of case
histories in providing understanding to tunnelling
behaviour, in providing basis to summarise local
experiences that may allow generalisations and in
providing opportunities for testing new
developments and techniques. It appears that there is
a need to understand more clearly how ground loads
are transferred to the liner both in short and in long
terms, taking into account the different ways the
lining is built. Additionally, there is a clear need to
take more advantage of the modern monitoring
systems currently available in shield machines, in
benefit of assessing the geotechnical response of the
ground to the construction operation. Moreover, one
would expect the geotechnical engineering playing a
more active role in the design or in the specification
of such monitoring systems, to take maximum
advantage of them, as far as ground and risk control
is concern.
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